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 WARNING Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360® Instruction  
Manual and any peripheral manuals for important safety and health information.  
Keep all manuals for future reference. For replacement manuals, see 
www.xbox.com/support or call Xbox Customer Support.

Important Health Warning About Playing Video Games

Photosensitive seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to certain 
visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may appear in video games. 
Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed 
condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while watching video 
games.

These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, altered 
vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, 
confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss of 
consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking 
nearby objects.

Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these 
symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above symptoms—
children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience these seizures. 
The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by taking the following 
precautions: Sit farther from the screen; use a smaller screen; play in a well-lit room; 
do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued. 

If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor 
before playing.
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Note: These are the default controls.
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Left thumbstick

Left bumper

Left trigger

Directional pad Right thumbstick

Xbox 360® Controller

Position Lap Counter

Thrill Bar
Timer

L Left thumbstick or l Directional Pad..........Select item

A button ....................................................Confirm item

B button ....................................................Cancel / Return to previous screen

> button....................................................Start game / Pause game

 Right trigger..................................................Accelerate

] Left trigger....................................................Brake / Reverse

` Right bumper................................................Tweak trick in mid-air

 Left bumper..................................................Tweak trick in mid-air

A button + any direction on the Left thumbstick....Basic trick

B button + any direction on the Left thumbstick....Advanced trick

Y button + any direction on the Left thumbstick....Pro trick

X button..........................................................Boost 
C Right thumbstick............................................Change camera view

 /  Left thumbstick.......................................Steer

 /  Left thumbstick........................................Lean / Pre-load

 +  + L + any direction  
on the Left thumbstick.........................................Special Trick

 Right thumbstick (press)............................... Look Back

 Left thumbstick (press)................................. Inactive

> button........................................................Pause game

< button.........................................................Inactive
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Game Overview 
Throttle up your ATV and check your fear at the starting line as you compete 
against fifteen rival riders in unique off-road trick-racing events on 36 
different tracks. Leap off snow-capped Italian mountains, jump gaping chasms 
in New Mexico and ride the rim of active volcanoes in New Zealand on your way 
to victory. Build your ATV from the ground up to create your own unique quad 
with handling and performance to suit your riding style. Experience extreme 
speed, catch massive air and nail spectacular airborne tricks while you leave 
your competition in the dust. Welcome to Off-Road Trick Racing.  
Welcome to Pure. 

Pre-load 
This is how you jump your ATV in Pure. Pull the left stick down and flick it up 
immediately before a ramp to pre-load your ATV and catch air. You should pre-
load off of most ramps to get enough air to pull tricks.

Note: You can use the power accumulated in the Thrill  Bar to boost by  hitting  
           the X button. However, this will deplete your Thrill Bar meter, so boost wisely! 

Thrill Bar 
The Thrill Bar indicates what level of tricks you are able to pull off. There 
are four levels, each increasing in 
complexity and the amount of boost 
they give you. They can be activated by 
filling the level on the Thrill Bar meter.

A button tricks are the most basic. 
As you successfully land tricks, the Thrill Bar begins to fill up. As the bar fills 
up, more difficult tricks become available, as indicated by the button icons 
arranged on the Thrill Bar. When the Thrill Bar is empty, only A button tricks 
are available.

As you fill it up (by landing tricks without crashing), you will be able to do   
B button tricks, and eventually Y button tricks. Watch out though, if you 
crash or use boost, your Thrill Bar level will reduce and you can temporarily 
lose the ability to do the more advanced tricks until you build it back up again.

Tricks 
To pull tricks, you have to get air by pre-load jumping. Once you’re in the air, 
you can pull tricks by holding either the A, B, or Y buttons while pushing 
the left thumbstick in any one of eight directions – UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT or 
any of the four diagonals. You can only perform B or Y button tricks if your 
Thrill Bar level is high enough at the time. Try pulling trick combos but just 
make sure you have enough air!
 
Note: You can “tweak” tricks by holding  or ` while performing a trick.

Boost 
You earn boost by doing tricks and you can use boost to help you win races.  
You can use the power accumulated in the Thrill Bar to boost by hitting the  
X button. However, this will deplete your Thrill Bar meter, so boost wisely!  
Saving up boost is always a good idea.

Special Tricks 
Each rider has their own signature 
Special Trick and up to seven further 
Special Tricks. Some of these extra 
Special Tricks are available right away 
and others are unlocked by playing through the World Tour.  
 

Once you’ve earned a special trick by completely filling your Thrill Bar, it can 
only be taken away by crashing.  Unlike the other trick types, you don’t lose 
your Special Trick when you boost. This means that you can use your entire bar 
of boost if you need to because you can fill the Bar right back up again if you 
perform another Special Trick

Gameplay 

pure World Tour 
Compete in offroad stages across seven locations; Italy, New Mexico, 
Wyoming, Thailand, New Zealand, Glamis Dunes and Ocotillo Wells. Each stage 
has races, sprints and freestyle events, so be ready to ride them all. Earn new 
ATV parts, garage slots, paint jobs, new special tricks and character outfits on 
your way to becoming the Pure World Champion.

Races
Pit yourself against up to 15 other riders in an all-out trick-filled race to the 
finish. Tricks give you boost which will help you to win races.
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Freestyle
Freestyle races are held on some of the most outrageous outdoor tracks in the 
world. Earn the highest point total in a session to earn the top spot but keep 
a close eye on your gas gauge – you could run out! These events are all about 
trick combos because they yield the biggest scores. A red circle will appear 
after you land a trick. Pull another trick before the circle disappears and you’ll 
link your scores into a combo.  

Sprint
Sprint races are short and intense.With 15 rival riders and very few jumps, 
Sprints are crowded and brutally competitive. 

Online
PURE features online play for up to 16 players. Race, Freestyle, Sprint and 
Freeride event types are available in online play. Freeride allows you to hang 
out with your friends online without time pressure or forced objectives.  
Your scores and lap times are recorded on extensive online leaderboards 

The Garage
Garage
In the Garage, build your ride from the ground up. Customize everything from 
seat to tires and handlebars to shocks. With the huge number of different parts 
available from real world manufacturers, you can generate more than 65,000 
different ATVs.

You can store only two cus-
tom ATVs at the start of the 
game. Unlock more as you 
play through world tour 
and experiment with dif-
ferent parts and combina-
tions. Design your ATVs for 
Sprint, Race or Freestyle.
You can even design ATVs 
for specific tracks. Just 
watch how vital statistics for your bike change as you choose each part.You can 
build your bike part by part or simply ‘quick-build’ your bike by holding the  
X or Y buttons for race or freestyle spec respectively. Remember to revisit 
your old ATV designs when you unlock new parts.

Note: You can’t Quick Build sprint quads.

riders

There are six different riders to choose from, each with different riding styles 
and a unique Special Trick.

Multiplayer 
You can play online with up to 15 other players through Xbox LIVE®.

Xbox LIVE® 
Play anyone and everyone, anytime, anywhere on Xbox LIVE®. Build your 
profile (your gamer card). Chat with your friends. Download content at Xbox 
LIVE® Marketplace. Send and receive voice and video messages. Get connected 
and join the revolution. 

Connecting 
Before you can use Xbox LIVE, connect your Xbox 360 console to a high-speed 
Internet connection and sign up to become an Xbox LIVE member. For more 
information about connecting, and to determine whether Xbox LIVE is available 
in your region, go to www.xbox.com/live/countries. 

Family Settings 
These easy and flexible tools enable parents and caregivers to decide which 
games young game players can access based on the content rating. For more 
information, go to www.xbox.com/familysettings.
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